
REMEMBER

THIS?



INSIGHT
Most of the parents have 
no idea what the Y and Z 
generations use Instagram for, 
or why their child spend hours 
on Messenger.

But they surely still remember 
some things from their childhood.



SOLUTION

Let’s make parallel links between the commu-
nication platforms used by generation X during 
their childhood and between the internet habits 
of their children, the digital natives, 
generations Y and Z.

First, we generate buzz and make people 
interested in the topic by publishing 
a sensitising article. To solve the hidden hints of 
the online creatives of the campaign - spiced up 
with Augmented Reality - people need to 
download an application through which they 
will be able to reach educational materials.

Thus, with the help of Telekom, 
we link the old to the new and make 
a connection between different 
generations: we will give the 
parents access to „the generation of now”.



TEASER

We flood the internet news portals and online 
magazines with a sensitising, real story 
of a bullied child, a topic that easily captures 
the attention of people and especially parents.

At the end of the article, we uncover the truth 
about the picture accompanying the article: 
as bullying works nowadays in a different way. 
With the „Remember this” application, 
we can discover how exactly, as the app - using 
AR - reveals the true content of the picture: 
cyberbullying. Apart from that, the app provides 
educational content that can give advice on how 
to prevent such cases: especially by understand-
ing the new communicational platforms.



THE CAMPAIGN

We flood online and social media 
platforms and some citylight posters 
with a series of creatives that present 
well-known everyday-life situations 
and communication tools of Gen X, 
which they remember using. 
With the „Remember this” application 
by using augmented reality, they can 
reveal the corresponding 
communication platform of 
„the generation of now”.

The app can forward users to the 
educational platform, where they can 
learn about the young generation’s 
habits in connection with the 
corresponding communication 
platform.







THE APP

Because of the sensitizing article and the online and outdoor campaign, the target group downloaded the app. 
But what features does the app have?

1 With the built-in AR program, it links the older communication platforms to the new ones

2 As a dictionary, it explains the most important new communication channels

3  Through multi-step lessons, it educates with short animated videos concerning the  
communication habits of youngsters

4 It rewards thre „training” by giving 1 GB of free mobile data monthly for 1 year

5 It provides a forum where users can ask an expert in the subject

6  Every two weeks, it automatically asks a question that reminds users to talk about  
the topic with their family and friends



THE APP



REMEMBER

THIS!


